Abstract. This paper is a study of the existence of polynomial time Boolean connective functions for languages. A language L has an AND function if there is a polynomial timefsuch that f(x,y) E L r x E L and y E L. L has an OR function if there is a polynomial time g such that g(x,y) E L r x G L or y E L. While all NP complete sets have these functions, Graph Isomorphism, which is probably not complete, is also shown to have both AND and OR functions. The results in this paper characterize the complete sets for the classes D P and pSAT[O(log n)] in terms of AND and OR, and relate these functions to the structure of the Boolean hierarchy and the query hierarchies. Also, this paper shows that the complete sets for the levels of the Boolean hierarchy above the second level cannot have AND or OR unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses. Finally, most of the structural properties of the Boolean hierarchy and query hierarchies are shown to depend only on the existence of AND and OR functions for the NP complete sets.
Introduction
In this paper we consider the existence of polynomial time Boolean combining functions for languages. We say that a language L has a binary AND function, i.e., an AND2 function, if there is a polynomial time functionfsuch that, for all strings x andy, f(x,y) E L if and only ifx E L andy E L. Similarly, we say that a language L has a binary OR function, an OR2 function, if there is a polynomial time function g 174 R. Chang and J. Kadin such that, for all strings x andy, g(x,y) E L if and only ifx E L ory E L. In addition, a language may have "any-ary" Boolean functions (ANDo, and OR,o) , polynomial time functions f and g such that, for all n and strings Xa, ..., Xn, f(xb... ,Xn) E L if and only ifxl, ... ,xn are all in L, and g (Xl,,. . ,Xn) E L if and only if at least one of Xl, ..., xn is in L.
The existence of these functions is intimately tied to questions about polynomial time reducibilities and structural properties of languages and complexity classes. They are also related to various notions of the internal structure such as self-reducibility and p-selectivity (see [GJY] and [Se] ), but in our case we do not restrict the length or output of the polynomial time functions. Our initial motivation for considering these functions was the observation that all NPcomplete languages have AND,o and OR~ functions. In fact, any language that is _<Pro-complete for even relativised versions of complexity classes such as P, NP, PSPACE have any-ary Boolean functions, because for these robust classes universal machines exist which can run many computations simultaneously or in sequence. We show that languages that are _<Pro-complete for D P [PY] have ANDo~ but do not have OR2 unless the polynomial time hierarchy collapses. Complete languages for the higher levels of the Boolean hierarchy [CGH +] do not have either AND2 or OR2 unless the polynomial time hierarchy collapses.
These Boolean functions are related to polynomial time conjunctive and disjunctive reducibilities and to the closure of complexity classes under union and intersection.
Definition [LLS] . Let A and B be any two languages. Then A conjunctively reduces to B (written A <P B) if a polynomial time function f exists such that, for all x, xEA r f(x)= (Yl,...,yr) and Vi, l<_i<r, yiEB. In addition, we write A _<2P_c B if A <~ B via a polynomial time function fwhich always outputs a 2-tuple. Similarly, A disjunctively reduces to B (written A <a P B) if a polynomial time function f exists such that, for all x,
x E A r f (x) = (Yl,...,yr) and ~i,l <_ i <_ r, yi E B.
Again, if the output off is always a 2-tuple, then A _<2P_d B. Similarly, OR is related to disjunctive reducibilities and union. Hence by looking at these concepts in terms of Boolean functions for languages, we are simply thinking
On Computing Boolean Connectives of Characteristic Functions 175 of them more as structural properties of languages than as structural properties of complexity classes. An advantage of this approach is that it becomes convenient to study interesting languages such as Graph Isomorphism and USAT (the set of Boolean formulas that have exactly one satisfying assignment) that are not known to be <P-complete for any standard classes. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents definitions and preliminary concepts. In Section 3 we discuss some languages that have AND and OR functions. Most notably, we show that Graph Isomorphism does have any-ary AND and OR functions even though it is not known to be NP complete. In Section 4 we characterize the <P-complete language of D P and pSAT[O(log n)] in terms of AND and OR functions. In Section 5 we use the above characterizations to show that the complete languages of the higher levels of the Boolean hierarchy and the related query hierarchies do not have AND and OR functions unless the Boolean hierarchy collapses (which implies that the polynomial time hierarchy collapses [Kal] , [CK] ).
In Section 6 we observe that the existence of AND and OR functions for languages is a condition that makes many proof techniques work. For instance the mind-change technique [Be2], [WW] which showed that P sATl [[2k-1] ----pSAT [k] works for any set A that has binary AND and OR functions. Similarly, most of the theorems concerning the basic structure and normal forms of the Boolean hierarchy and the intertwining of the Boolean and query hierarchies depend only on the fact that SAT has AND2 and OR2. The results of this section have been proven independently by Bertoni et al. [BBJ+] .
Finally, in Section 7, we use diagonalization techniques to show that languages exist which have any subset of AND2, ANDo~, OR2 and OR~ as long as they do not violate the implications:
A has AND~o ~ A has AND2 and A has OR~o ~ A has OR2.
Definitions, Notations, and Facts
We assume the reader is familiar with the classes P, NP, the polynomial time hierarchy (PH), the NP-complete language SAT, the graph isomorphism problem, and polynomial time many-one reducibility <P (-m)" Although our original notion of AND and OR consists of polynomial time functions that operate on strings (see [Ka2] ), as a matter of notational convenience, we define AND2, AND~o, OR2, and ORo, as sets in this paper.
Definition.
For any set A, we define the sets: AND2(A) = { (x,y)lx E A and y EA},
IfAND2(A) <P orAND~o(A) <P -m A -m A, then we say that A has AND2 or AND,o, respectively. This corresponds to our initial motivation for AND, since a language L "has an AND2 function" if and only if AND2 (L) <P L. Similarly, if OR: (A) -<Pm A or ORo(A) <Pm A, then we say that A has ORE or OR~, respectively.
Some elementary facts about AND2(A ) and OR2(A ) are: Proof Letf be a linear time ___E-reduction from AND2(A ) to A. For any r, we can take a tuple (Xl,..., Xr) and applyfpairwise tof(xl, x2)f(x3, x4) "-" f(Xr-1, Xr). (Ifr is odd, then we add a trivial element of A to the list.) Then we can applyfpairwise to the outputs of the first applications off Repeating this process until we have a single string gives us a tree of applications off The height of the tree is [log r]. If n is the total length of the tuple, r < n, and so the total running time is bounded by c l~ n n for some constant c. This is polynomial in n. (Recall that n is the total length of the original tuple, not the length of each xi.) [] Definition [CGH+] . We write BHk and co-BHk for the kth levels of the Boolean hierarchy, defined as follows: (Xl, ... , ~ co-BL2k-1 or x2k E SAT}, co-BL2k+l = {(Xl,...,x2k+l)lXl,...,xzk) E co-BL2k and x2k+l E SAT}.
Since BHk is composed of k NP languages and since SAT is <P-complete for NP, a straightforward substitution will show that BLk is <P-complete for BHk. Alternatively, BH2 is called DI'= {L1-L2[L1,L2 E NP} (since set subtraction is equivalent to intersection with the complement). We use the two terms interchangeably. Also, we refer to BL2 as SAT/X SAT, the traditional <P-complete language for D e [PY] . An example of a language in D r is USAT, the set of Boolean formulas with exactly one satisfying assignment. USAT is an element of D P because USAT = SAT -{FIF is a Boolean formula with two or more satisfying assignments.}.
For any set A, we write pAff(n)] for the set of languages recognized by polynomial time Turing machines that ask at mostf(n) queries to the oracle A on inputs of length n. We are mainly concerned with the case wheref(n) is a constant k. So we write pAEkl for languages recognized by polynomial time Turing machines that ask at most k queries on inputs of any length. Similarly, pA[O0og ,)1 is the set of languages recognized by polynomial time Turing machines that ask O(log n) queries toA.
Definition. For any setA, we write pAll[f (n)] for the set of languages recognized by polynomial time Turing machines which ask at most f(n) queries in parallel on inputs of length n. In the parallel (or nonadaptive) query model the polynomial time machine is allowed to read the input, compute thef(n) query strings ql ..... qf(n) (without the help of the oracle), and ask allf(n) queries at once. Fact.
Languages Which Do
In this section we present some familiar languages which are known to have ANDo~ and OR,o. 2. Given n pairs (Ji,gl),..., (fn,gn),
[] Lemma 2 also implies that all NP-complete languages have AND~o and OR~. In fact any language that is <P-complete for any relativized version of NP, P, or PSPACE has ANDo~ and ORo~. In addition, all languages in P also have ANDo~ and OR~. One question is whether any of the incomplete languages in NP -P have these Boolean functions or not. In our next theorem we show that Graph Isomorphism, a natural language that is probably not <P-complete for NP [Sc] , does have AND~o and ORo, One open question is whether Primes has these Boolean functions.
Definition. GI = {(G,H)IG and H are isomorphic graphs}.
The Labeled Graph Isomorphism problem is the problem of recognizing whether two graphs with labeled vertices are isomorphic by an isomorphism that preserves the labels.
Definition.
LGI = {(G,H)IG and H are isomorphic graphs with labeled nodes, and the isomorphism preserves labels}.
We show that LGI has AND~o and ORo, functions. The existence of AND,o and OR,o functions for GI follows from the fact that LGI -P GI [Ho] . ~m Lemma 3. LGI has ANDo~ and OR,o. Proof Without loss of generality we can assume that graphs are represented as adjacency matrices paired with a table mapping vertices to integer labels.
We define an ANDo~ function for LGI as follows. Given r pairs of graphs To show that LGI has OR~, we first show that LGI has OR2. Then we note that the reduction can be done in linear time, which implies that LGI has OR~o.
Given two pairs of labeled graphs, (G1,/-/1) and (G2, H2), we preprocess the graphs as described above (adding two new labels). Define a new labeled graph G containing all four graphs Gb H1, G2, and H2 as subgraphs with two new edges added connecting the new vertices of G1 and G2 and the new vertices of ill and H2. H is produced similarly except the new edges connect G1 with/-/2 and Ha with G2 (see Figure 1 ).
Suppose Gx and H1 are isomorphic by a label-preserving mapping. Then G and Hare isomorphic by mapping G1 in G to Hlin H, H1 to G1, G2 to G2, and//2 to//2. Symmetrically, if G2 and//2 are isomorphic, then G and H are also isomorphic.
If G and H are isomorphic and G1 is not isomorphic to Ha, then the new vertex of G1 in G must be mapped to the new vertex of G1 in H. Thus, the new vertex of G2 in G must be mapped to the new vertex of//2 in H. This induces an isomorphism between G2 and H2.
To see that the reduction from OR2(LGI) to LGI is linear time, note that we only doubled the size of the input and added only two new labels. Lemma 1 then implies that LGI has OR~.
[] Corollary 4. GI has ANDo~ and OR~.
Characterizations of Complete Languages
In this section we show that the complete languages for D e and pSAT[O(log n)] can be characterized using AND2 and O1Lo. We show that the two characterizations are very similar. The only difference in the characterization is that a pSAT[O(log n)] complete set must have OR~, but a DP-complete set need not. Since Proof Let C be any set in pSAT[k] . To determine ifx E C, consider the query tree of the pSAX[k] computation. (The query tree is a full binary tree where the internal nodes are labeled by the oracle queries. The two subtrees below the node represent the computations that follow oracle reply. One branch assumes the oracle replied yes, the other no.) The query tree has height k and 2 k leaves. Only one path in the tree (from root to leaf) is the correct path, and x E C if and only if this path ends in an accepting configuration. Now we show that a SAT A SAT computation can determine if a given path is the correct path. Letpl ..... Pi be the queries on the path assumed to be answered yes, and let ql, ..., qj be the queries assumed to be answered no. Then the path is correct if and only if pl A.--Api E SAT and ql V ..-V qj E SAT; that is, if and only if (Pl A---Ap7 , ql V-.. V q7) E SAT A SAT.
Since the query tree is of constant depth, it is possible to generate the entire tree in polynomial time and write down all the paths that end in an accepting configuration. Note that x E C if and only if one of these accepting paths is the correct path. Let r be the number of accepting paths. As described above, we can determine if any given path is the correct path using a SAT A SAT computation.
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That is, for the ith accepting path Pi, we can construct two Boolean formulas, F~ and Gi such that Pi is the correct path r (Fi, Gi) E SAT A SAT. Now, to determine if at least one of the r accepting paths is the correct path, we can use an ORr(SAT/X SAT) computation. Thus,
Since r is bounded by 2 k (a constant), we can reduce the language C to OR2k(SAT A SAT) using the reduction described above. Finally, since we are assuming that A is D P hard and has OR2, we know that OR2k(SAT A SAT) -<~m OR2k(A) and that A has OR2k. Hence,
Thus, A is _<P-hard for pSAT [k] . The proof of the second case is similar. The only difference is that the query tree is polynomial in size instead of constant.
[] [2] . However, the complement of SAT A SAT is SAT V SAT which is in pSAT [2] . So, SAT A SAT -P SAT V SAT. Since SAT A SAT has ANDr (Lemma 2), [] It was observed by Kadin [Ka2] that the collapse of the Boolean hierarchy at level two (D P= co-D P) immediately implies pSAT[O(logn)] C D P. However, we cannot push the same theorem through for the collapse of the Boolean hierarchy at levels three or higher. We explain this phenomenon using AND z and ORz. Observe that in the proof above we relied on the fact that SAT A SAT has AND2. We show in the next section that the complete languages for the higher levels of the Boolean hierarchy cannot have ANDE or ORE, unless PH collapses.
Languages Which Do Not
In this section, we show that the complete languages for the higher levels of the Boolean hierarchy and query hierarchies probably do not have AND2 or OR2. In the following theorems keep in mind that BHk C BH C _ pSAT [O(logn) 1. BLk has AND2 r BH k.
BLk has AND~ r pSAT[O(logn)] C BHk.
Proof DeMorgan's Law implies that co-BLk has OR2 or ORo~. Then the proof proceeds as above, because for k > 3, co-BLk is D P hard.
[] If the polynomial hierarchy does not collapse, then the preceding theorems tell us that as we go up the Boolean hierarchy, the complete languages lose the Boolean connective functions. At the first level, BL1 = SAT, so BL1 has both ANDo, and OR~. At the second level, BL2 is D P complete, so BL2 has AND,o but does not have OR2. From the third level up, BLk has neither AND2 nor OR2. In conclusion we see that when we walk up the Boolean hierarchy from level one, the complete languages lose pieces of "robustness."
The <Pm-Complete languages for the different levels of query hierarchy and the parallel query hierarchy (over SAT) also do not have AND2 or ORe unless the PH collapses.
Theorem 14. For any k, if C is <<_Pm-Complete for
Proof First, note that since pSATH[k] is closed under complementation, C -P C. =m Therefore C has AND2 if and only if C has OR2. We show that if C has either Boolean function, then BHk+I C_ pSATII[k] which implies the collapse of the BH (and the PH).
Recall that if k is odd, then the <~-complete language for BH~I is 
AND2 and OR2 and Hierarchies
Considerable research has focused on understanding the structure of the Boolean hierarchy and the query hierarchies [WW] 
Complete languages:
(a) BL t is <Pro-complete for BH k. (b) ODDk(SAT) is <era-complete for BH k [Be2], [WW] . (ODDk(SAT) is defined below.) (c) EVENk(SAT ) @ ODDt(SAT ) is <P-complete for pSATII [k] [Be2], [WW] .
Basic containments and intertwining [Be2], [KSW]:
BKk U co-BHk C_ pSATII[k] C BHk+l M co-BHk+I. In this section we show that all the above properties of SAT follow simply from the fact that SAT (or any NP-complete set) has AND 1 and OR2 (Lemma 2). That is, they do not depend on the fact that SAT is NP complete or even in NP at all. This observation follows from the fact that given any set A that has AND2 and OR2, the Boolean and query hierarchies based on A have all the above properties. The results of this section have been proven independently by Bertoni et al. [BBU] .
Intertwining of the query hierarchies
The QH and QHII over A were defined in Section 2. We define the Boolean hierarchy over A as the difference hierarchy over m-l(A), the set of all languages <P-reducible to A. If _any of these conditions is not met, (T,x,s) is reduced to a known string in A. Otherwise, let qil, qi2, 9 9 9 qi, be the queries which have a 1 in the last row of T.
Then T is a valid truth table if and only if each q6 E A. That is, (T,x,s) E ~'-r (qil,...,qi,) E ANDt(A).
Since t < k, we can use ANDg(A) instead of ANDt(A) (by adding the appropriate number of trivial strings known to be in A). Also, since k is a constant, ANDk(A)<PmAND2(A). Finally, since A has AND2, we know that AND2 ( Second, consider this valid truth table that makes 7 mind changes. Note that if7 is odd (even), then the result in the last row is the opposite of (same as) the result in the first row. Suppose the result in the first row is "accept," then x E L iff 7 is even iff (zl,... ,zk) E EVENk(A). Similarly, if the result in the first row is "reject," then x E L iff (zl,..., zk) E ODDk(A). Let b be a bit that is 0 if the result of the first row is "accept" and 1 if the result is "reject." This bit b can be computed in polynomial time and x E L r162 (b, zl,...,zk) 
Therefore, EVENk(A) @ ODDk(A) is <Pro-complete for P all [k] .
[] The main idea of this proof is to use k serial queries to do binary search over 2 k -1 strings to determine how many are elements of A. To determine if at least r strings are in A, generate all s=( 2k-1 )r subsets of the queries with r elements. Then use the reduction from ORs(ANDs(A)) to A to determine if one of the subsets contains only strings in A. If so, at least r of the query strings are elements of A. Since it takes exactly k steps of binary search to search over 2 k -1 elements, pa [k] = pall[2k-l] .
[] 
Some Examples from Diagonalization
In the preceding sections we have seen many natural languages which have various combinations of AND2, ANDo~, OR2, and OR~. In this section we use diagonalization techniques to show that languages exist which have any subset of these combining functions as long as they do not violate the implications:
A has ANDo~ =~ A has AND 2 and A has OR~o ~ A has ORE.
At this point we direct the reader's attention to some results on relativized Boolean hierarchies. For any oracle A, let NPC(A) be the canonical _<P-complete language for NPA: NPC (A) ~ { (N~., x, 1 r) [N/~ (.4) (x) accepts in some computation path in r steps}i where N1, N2, N3, ... is the usual list of nondeterministic polynomial time Turing machines. It is known that, for any constant k, an oracle A exists where the Boolean hierarchy over NPC(A) has exactly k distinct levels [CGW] . (That is, BH(NPC(A)) = BHk(NPC(A)), but BHk_I(NPC(A))# BHk(NPC(A)).) There is also an oracle A where the Boolean hierarchy over NPC(A) has infinitely many 9 levels [CGH+] . In fact, the latter case occurs with probability 1 for random oracles [Ca] :
So, let us fix an oracle (9 and a language I d_ef NPC((9) such that BH(I) has infinitely many distinct levels. Since the proof techniques used in the previous sections work in the presence of any oracle (i.e., the results relativize), the complete languages for the levels of BH(I) provide us with examples of languages which have various subsets of the Boolean combining functions:
1. BL2(I) has AND2 and AND~o, but does not have either ORE or ORo~: 2. co-BL2(I) has ORE and OR~, but does not have either AND2 or AND~o. 3. BL3(I) does not have AND2, AND,o, ORE, or ORo~.
These examples follow from the relativized versions of the results in the previous sections. For example, BL3(I) cannot have ORE because if BL3(I) had ORE, then, by Theorem 12, BH(I) would collapse to BH3(I). This would contradict our assumption that BH(I) is an infinite hierarchy. The examples above show that languages which have some subset of AND2, ANDs, OR2, and OR,o exist. However, these examples do not exhaust all the possibilities. In particular, we have not come across an example of a language which has AND2 but not AND,o. In the remainder of the section we show how to construct such examples by diagonalization. Table 1 summarizes these examples.
In the proofs that follow, we construct languages which diagonalize against the polynomial time computable functions. So, let D1, D2, D3, ... be a list of all polynomial time Turing machines. We assume that Di runs in time n k' where the exponent ki can be easily determined from the encoding of Di. Moreover, we assume that the size of the encoding of Di, [Oil, does not grow too quickly. The assumption that IDi] <_ log/ suffices. Also, we assume that ki < loglogi. These additional assumptions are sufficient to show that the languages constructed can be recognized in exponential time. However, for the sake of brevity we do not include a running time analysis here. Us=0 s. During the even stages s = 2i, we guarantee that the Turing machine Di does not reduce OR~(A) to A. During the odd stages s = 2i + 1, we make sure that Di does not reduce AND~o(A) to A. Also, all of the strings that we add in stage s (i.e., Ae -Ae-1) will have lengths between ne and me inclusively. We start with A0 = ~ and no = m0 = 0. Let ns = ms-1 q-1 and ms = n 3k'. A~ := CLOSURE(As_I, ms). Choose ns strings xl,..., Xn, from {0, 1 }'. Compute z = Ds (xl,..., x,,) . If z E As, then proceed to the next stage. 4. Otherwise, z r As. Then pick an xj such that z r CLOSURE(A~ U {xj}, ms). Let As := CLOSURE(As U {xj}, ms) and proceed to the next stage.
As before, we need to show that the appropriate xj always exists. In the proof of Theorem 20 we used the fact that z depends only on log ms many strings. In this proof, however, we want A to be closed with respect to 0~,o, so the number of strings that z depends on may by polynomial in n~. Fortunately, as we show next, not all of these strings can affect the closure of A~.
For all n, let B C_ 5 Q-<" and y E 5 a-<" such that y ~ CLOSURE(B, n). We say that y is affected by a string v E 6p---n if y E CLOSURE(B U {v}, n). We show by induction that y is affected by at most log n atoms. First, ify is an atom (i.e., y is not in the range of 0~o or f12), then y is only affected by itself. Otherwise, if y = fl2(vb v2), then neither vl nor v2 can be in CLOSURE(B, n). Thus, y is affected by vl, v2 and all of the atoms which affect Vl and v2. Now, Iv l _< and Iv21 < So, by the induction hypothesis, each of v I and v 2 is affected by only log(v~ ) atoms. Thus, y is affected by at most 2 log(x/n ) = log n atoms. Finally, if y = ~co (Vl, ..., vr) , then, for all E _C 5 a<n, y E CLOSURE(E, n) r Vl, 1 < l < r, vt E CLOSURE(E, n).
In particular, since y ~CLOSURE(B,n), we know that, for some vt, vt r CLOSURE(B,n). Moreover, if y is affected by an atom u, then y E CLOSURE(B U {u},n) which in turn implies that vt E CLOSURE(B U {u},n). Thus, any atom which affects y must also affect vt. Then, by the induction hypothesis, y is affected by at most log(tvtl) _< log(x/~) < 89 atoms. Using the claim above, we now show that in Step 4 the appropriate xj can always be found. Since z ~ As, we also know that z ~ CLOSURE(As, ms) because A~ has already been closed in Step 2. Then, applying the above claim with B = A~ and n = ms, we know that z can only be affected by log ms atoms. Since log m~ < ns for all but the first few stages and since the xt's are atoms, z is not affected by one of the xt's. Thus, z ~ CLOSURE(A U {xj}, m~) and D~ does not reduce OR~(A) to A.
